Business Intelligence Capabilities

About Business Intelligence (BI) Capabilities

BI capabilities provide visualization and analytic tools to give users a deeper understanding of their grant programs, processes, and associated data. It places data at the user’s fingertips, by consolidating the delivery of information through a single dashboard. Visualizations, graphs, charts, maps, present key information for quick identification of success factors, outliers, pending actions, etc. The BI capabilities facilitate data-driven decisions and assist agencies in “telling their grant program story.”

Meaningful Program Analytics

Better data enables better decisions. BI dashboards empower Partners to not just report on grant activities, but to tell a more holistic and compelling story about program outcomes, including:

- Analyze real-time data with dynamic analysis tools, including data visualization tools and dashboards.
- Find grant information quickly across fiscal years, grant applications, statuses, etc.
- Monitor upcoming grant program milestones and accomplishments easily.
- Create powerful custom dashboards with key, program specific performance indicators.

About GrantSolutions

GrantSolutions provides products and services that help Federal agencies maximize the investment of their grant programs. GrantSolutions supports Partners throughout the full grants lifecycle—from pre-award planning through application, award, and closeout. Our software as a service (SaaS) offering delivers solutions for shared mission needs across agencies while incorporating unique business and regulatory processes for grant programs. Our mission is to provide comprehensive and cost-effective solutions for the national grants community.

GrantSolutions.gov
Transparent Reporting

More detailed and practical reporting delivers increased transparency. BI dashboards enable users to easily track completion of pending actions, key performance indicators, receipt of grantee reports and identify outliers, to mention a few. Data transparency enables decision-makers to determine what’s working, evaluate program delivery, and facilitates program redesign, when needed.

Proven Results

GrantSolutions worked with the Administration of Children and Families (ACF) to find new ways to use existing data and to improve workflow efficiencies and processes. Through a pilot program, ACF used visualization tools to identify bottlenecks and implement process improvements that significantly streamlined its grants process. The results were immediate with the number of awards put on funding restriction dropping 67 percent during the following fiscal year.

For more information, email information@grantsolutions.gov